Lumishore Announces ABS Type Approval on Single Color Underwater LED Lighting System

London & Miami, FL (February 3, 2014) Lumishore Ltd., the world's leading Underwater LED Light manufacturer, has obtained American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) certification on several underwater fixtures used on yachts and pleasure craft. The ABS rating certifies that Lumishore Lighting systems are approved for use on ABS classed vessels. ABS-approved Underwater LED Lights from Lumishore offer distinct advantages and applications for fiberglass, steel and aluminum yachts.

The ABS-approved lights feature 5,000, 10,000 and 17,000 fixture lumens- in fixed or interchangeable versions- as well as 110° light beam, borosilicate lenses and machined aluminum bronze housings. Their HICOB LED light arrays produce more lumens per watt than competitor lights.

Come and meet the Lumishore team, located in Booth 1700 in the Electronics Hall, Miami Boat Show Convention Center, to see the ABS-approved Single Color Underwater LED Lights, along with the whole Lumishore range - the Brightest, Farthest and Widest underwater LED lighting systems available.

About Lumishore Ltd.
Lumishore LED systems are the pinnacle of underwater lighting products. Focused exclusively on this market and using proprietary LED technology, Lumishore has established itself as the premier supplier of underwater LED lighting solutions.

Lumishore's technical expertise is based upon its technical team's careers having been dedicated to the design and development of LED technology. Lumishore designs, develops and manufactures its systems exclusively in the U.K. This in-house capability enables exceptionally powerful, bright lights from 1,300 to 23,000 fixture lumens. These light engines are exceptionally compact and are the heart of Lumishore's unique Color Changing systems.